
IINOTE I

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION-EMPLOYEE RESCUE OF A STRANGER-

OSTENSIBLY DIFFERENT STANDARDS OF RECOVERY CREATE UNNECES-

SARY UNCERTAINTY OF COMPENSATION-Reilly v. Weber Engineer-
ing Co., 107 N.J. Super. 254, 258 A.2d 36 (Essex County Ct.
1969) and Lennon Co. v. Ridge, 219 Tenn. 623, 412 S.W.2d 638
(1967).

When the employee is indisputably engaged in "work con-
nected" activity, workmen's compensation acts have, generally,
fulfilled their promise of "providing, in the most efficient, most
dignified, and most certain form, financial and medical benefits
for the victims of work-connected injuries .... 1 However, as

the employee's activities become more remotely connected with
his work, perplexing problems of the extent of coverage arise.2

Particularly puzzling among the periphery of compensable work-
connected claims are those arising from injuries suffered by the
employee when coming to the rescue of someone who is a stranger
both to himself and his employer. 3

Two opposing views of the compensability of such claims under
Workmen's Compensation Acts have developed. 4 In two recent state
court decisions, one in New Jersey-the other in Tennessee, those
opposing views have been clearly expressed. It shall be the pur-
pose of this article, through the medium of those two cases, to
examine the relative merits of each approach, assess the basis
for the difference between the two, and conclude with a proposal

1. 1 A. LARSON, THE LAW OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION § 2.20, at
5 (1968) [hereinafter cited as LARSON].

2. The Supreme Court of Tennessee has noted that:
In determining these compensation cases injuries growing out of
actual performances of the direct duties of the job rarely ever give
us any trouble, it is the injuries which arise out of the claimed in-
cidental activities which have given the courts much trouble.

Timmerman v. Kerr Glass Mfg. Co., 203 Tenn. 543, 314 S.W.2d 31, 33
(1958).

3. Larson notes that: "The really controversial issue in the rescue
field is the question whether injury incurred in the rescue of a stranger
should be held compensable." LARSON, supra note 1, § 28.21 at 452.79.

4. For purposes of this article the two views of the compensability of
injuries sustained by an employee attempting rescue of a stranger will be
denominated the traditional approach which in general requires a finding
that the employee's act of rescue was of some benefit to the employer and
the positional risk doctrine which allows compensation whenever the em-
ployment brings the employee to the place where he encounters a moral
obligation to rescue a stranger.
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for future legislative action to resolve the problems inherent in
each.

In the New Jersey case, Reilly v. Weber Engineering Company,5

the deceased employee, a "truck driver and warehouseman," at
the request of a fellow employee, investigated a "commotion" near
his place of employment. While he was still on his employer's
premises he observed a young boy dangling by one foot caught in
high tension wires on a catenary structure above the railroad
tracks adjacent to his employer's property. While climbing the
structure to attempt rescue, the employee received an electric
shock, fell onto the tracks 35 feet below, and died shortly after
arrival at the hospital. The law division of the Essex County New
Jersey court held the claim compensable,6 that the rescue attempt
was clearly within the scope of the employee's employment,7 and
that his death resulted from injuries sustained by accident "arising
out of and in the course of his employment," as required by
statute.8

The Tennessee Supreme Court in Lennon Company v. Ridge9

took the opposing view although the facts involved were substan-
tially similar to the Reilly case.10 There the claimant employee
sustained injuries while at his employer's job site, attempting to
rescue an employee of another firm also engaged in work at the
site. The employee of the other firm was killed when the walls
of a ditch in which he was working collapsed upon him. The court,
noting the split of opinion on the issue," determined that compen-
sation should not be permitted unless the employee acts in some
way for the benefit of or in furtherance of the interest of his em-
ployer, or pursuant to instructions given by the employer. 12 Re-
garding the statutory requirement that the injury "arise out of and
in the course of employment," the court restated its previous opin-

ion that:
"Rising out of employment" refers to the origin of the
injury, while "in the course of employment" refers to the
time, place and circumstances. * * * The injury received

5. 107 N.J. Super. 254, 258 A.2d 36 (Essex County Ct. 1969).
6. Id., 258 A.2d at 38.
7. Id. at 39.
8. Id. at 41.
9. 219 Tenn. 623, 412 S.W.2d 638 (1967).

10. Arguably, Lennon Company presents a stronger case for compen-
sation than does Reilly. In Reilly the rescuer left his place of employment
to attempt rescue of a non-worker whereas in Lennon Company the rescue
attempt was of a fellow worker (though not an employee of the rescuer's
employer) and occurred on the rescuer's job site.

11. 219 Tenn. 623, 412 S.W.2d 638, 642-44.
12. Id. at 412 S.W.2d at 644.
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must arise "out of" the employment as well as "in the
course of employment."'18

Consequently, the court, upon a narrow reading of the "arising
out of and in the course of employment" requirement in the
Workmen's Compensation Act, held the injuries to be non-compen-
sable.

14

The judicial confusion apparent in the Reilly and Lennon
Company cases surrounding claims of workmen injured while at-
tempting the rescue of one who is a stranger both to himself and
his employer results from the cryptic language of the typical com-
pensation act. The statutory guide to compensability in nearly
all states 5 is phrased substantially as follows:

When personal injury is caused to an employee by acci-
dent or occupational disease, arising out of and in the
course of his or her employment, of which the actual or
lawful imputed negligence of the employer is the natural
and proximate cause, such employee shall receive compen-
sation therefor from his or her employer if the employee
was not willfully negligent at the time of receiving such
injury. The question of whether or not the employee
was willfully negligent shall be one of fact to be submitted

13. Id., citing McAdams v. Canale, 200 Tenn. 655, 294 S.W.2d 696, 699
(1956).

14. 219 Tenn. 623, 412 S.W.2d 638, 646.
15. Forty-two states plus the federal Longshoremen's and Harbor

Workers' Compensation Act have adopted the formula, "injury arising out
of and in the course of employment." See ALA. CODE tit. 26, § 253 (1958);
ALASKA STAT. § 23.30.265(13) (1962); ARiz. REv. STAT. ANN. § 23-1021
(1956); ARK. STAT. ANN. § 81-1305 (1960); CAL. LABOR CODE § 3600 (West
1955); COLO. REv. STAT. ANN. § 81-13-2 (1963); CONN. GEN. REvISED STAT.
ANN. § 31-284 (1962); DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 19 § 2304 (1953); FLA. STAT.
§ 440.09 (1965); GA. CODE ANN. § 114-102 (1956); HAwAII REV. LAws
§ 386-3 (1968); IDAHO CODE ANN. § 72-201 (1949); ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 48
§ 138.2 (Smith-Hurd 1965); IND. ANN. STAT. § 40-1202 (1965); IOWA CODE
ANN. § 85.3 (1949); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 44-501 (1964); Ky. REV. STAT. ANN.
§ 342.005 (1969); LA. REV. STAT. § 23.1031 (1950); ME. REV. STAT. tit. 39
§ 51 (1964); MD. ANN. CODE Art. 101, § 15, (1964); MAsS. GEN. LAWS ANN.
ch. 152 § 26 (1965); MICH. STAT. ANN. § 17.220 (c) (1968); MINN. STAT.
§ 176.011 (16) (1967); Miss. CODE ANN. § 6998-04 (1952); Mo. REV. STAT.
§ 287.120 (1959); MONT. REV. CODES ANN. § 92-614 (1964); NEBR. REV.
STAT. § 48-101 (1968); NEV. REV. STAT. § 616.270 (1967); N.H. REV. STAT.
ANN. § 281.2 (1966); N.J. REV. STAT. § 34:15-1 (1937); N.M. STAT. ANN.
§ 59-10-2 (1960); N.Y. WoRKMEN's COM. § 2(7) (McKinney 1965); N.C.
GEN. STAT. § 97-2 (1965); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 4123.54 (Baldwin 1964);
OKLA. STAT. tit. 85, § 11 (1961); ORE. REV. STAT. § 656.002 (6) (1969-70)
§ 656.126(1) (1969-70); R.I. GEN. LAwS ANN. 28-33-1 (1968); S.C. CODE
ANN. 72-14 (1962); S.D. COMPILED LAwS ANN. 62-1-1, -3-2 (1967); TENN.
CODE ANN. § 50-902(d) (1966); VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 21, § 618 (1967); VA.
CODE ANN. § 65.1-7 (1968).

The federal Longshoremen's and Harbor Worker's Compensation Act
is found at 33 U.S.C. § 902 (2) (1964).
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to the jury, subject to the usual powers of the court over
verdicts rendered contrary to the evidence or to law.16

Regarding the claim of the workman injured in the rescue of a
stranger the crucial question is, of course, whether the injury arose
out of and in the course of his employment.

A substantial majority of courts, following the traditional ap-
proach exemplified in the Lennon Company case attempt to con-
strue the statutory language strictly as requiring two distinct tests
-that the injury "arise out of"' 7 and "in the course of employ-
ment."'8 The remaining jurisdictions pay only lip service to the
statutory language and apparently look to the policy and purpose
of workmen's compensation laws to divine a legislative resolve to
compensate the employee whenever the injury sustained would
not have happened but for the fact that the conditions or obliga-
tions of employment put the claimant in the position where he was
injured.19 This approach, as expressed in the Reilly case, is known
as the "positional risk doctrine. '20

Of course, in the vast majority of cases no problem of coverage
arises. The injuries clearly "arise out of and in the course of em-
ployment." However, as noted by the Tennessee court in Timmer-
man v. Kerr Glass Manufacturing Company,2'

16. NEBR. REV. STAT. § 48-101 (Reissue 1968). See also statutes cited
in note 15 supra.

17. Larson categorizes decisions relying on the traditional interpreta-
tion of the "arising out of" phrase as applying the "peculiar-or increased-
risk doctrine." Regarding that doctrine he states:

This, in some form or other, has in the past been announced by
most courts as the controlling rule. Under this view an injury
arises out of employment only when it arises out of a hazard
peculiar to or increased by that employment, and not common to
people generally. The doctrine in practice has produced many
exclusions which are difficult to reconcile with the purposes of
compensation legislation ....

LARSON, supra note 1, § 6.20 at 43.
18. Regarding the meaning of "course of employment" Larson states:
An injury is said to arise in the course of the employment when
it takes place within the period of the employment, at a place
where the employee reasonably may be, and while he is fulfilling
his duties or engaged in doing something incidental thereto.

LARSON, supra note 1, § 14.00 at 193.
19. The leading case enunciating the elements of the "positional risk

doctrine" is O'Leary v. Brown-Pacific-Maxon, Inc., 340 U.S. 504 (1951).
See also Waters v. Taylor Co., 218 N.Y. 248, 112 N.E. 727 (1916), an early
pre-cursor of the doctrine.

20. The term, "positional risk doctrine" was apparently coined by Ar-
thur Larson in his treatise on compensation law and later adopted by the
courts. See LARSON, supra, note 1, § 6.40 at 43-44, § 28.23 at 452.83. See
also Lennon Co. v. Ridge, 219 Tenn. 623, 412 S.W.2d 638, 642 (1967); Reilly
v. Weber Engineering Co., 107 N.J. Super. 254, 258 A.2d 36, 40 (Essex County
Ct. 1969).

21. 203 Tenn. 543, 314 S.W.2d 31 (1958).
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normally injuries arising from the usual and reasonable
incidents to the employment are compensable, but when a
thing being done is extraordinary and not done at the di-
rection of the employer then we doubt seriously that they
are incidental to the employment. This being true of
course they would be outside of the course of employment. 22

Thus, under the traditional approach, for injuries to arise in the
course of employment, they must arise from the "usual and reason-
able incidents to the employment." In addition, under the tra-
ditional view the injuries sustained must bear a causal relationship
to a risk peculiar to the employment to arise out of employment. 2

3

In effect, the courts applying the majority view seem reluctant
to find the employer liable for injuries which the court feels were
not within the contemplation of the parties at the time the employ-
ment contract was negotiated. Accordingly, the Tennessee court
has stated:

It may be said that the test is one of contract rather than
of conduct. If the employee is within the contemplation of
his contract, if he is doing that which by his contract,
either expressly or by implication, is made his duty, then
he is in the course of his employment, however negligent
his conduct may be.24

Since most courts are unable to regard the claimant's rescue of a
stranger as a "usual and reasonable incident to employment" or
within the contemplation of the employment contract, such a con-
struction of the workmen's compensation act will generally result
in denial of compensation to the claimant-rescuer. 25

25. However, other courts may use substantially similar language to
allow compensation. See text at notes 28-34 infra.

22. Id., 314 S.W.2d at 33.
23. See, e.g., W.K.I.D. Broadcasting Co. v. Industrial Commission,

42 Ill. App. 2d 236, 246 N.E.2d 277 (1969); Prater v. Indiana Briquetting
Corp., 251 N.E.2d 810 (Ind. App. 1969); Brannum v. Spring Lakes Country
Club, Inc., 203 Kan. 658, 455 P.2d 546 (1969); Askew v. City of Akron, 17
Ohio Misc. 129, 244 N.E.2d 805 (1969); Brown v. Reed, 209 Va. 562, 165
S.E.2d 394 (1969); Aquino v. Industrial Commission, 8 Az. App. 444, 447 P.2d
259 (1968); Van Cleve v. Workmen's Compensation Appeals Board, 261
Cal. App. 2d 228, 67 Cal. Rptr. 757 (1968); Fisher Body Division, General
Motors Corp. v. Industrial Commission, 40 Ill. App. 2d 514, 240 N.E.2d
694 (1968); Marshall v. Tribune-Star Pub. Co., 236 N.E.2d 508 (Ind. App.
1968); Lewis v. Bellow, 212 So. 2d 540 (La. App. 1968); Whetro v. Awker-
man, 11 Mich. App. 89, 160 N.W.2d 607 (1968); Silagy v. State, 101 N.J.
Super. 455, 244 A.2d 542 (1968); Harless v. Flynn, 1 N.C. App. 448, 162
S.E.2d 47 (1968); Wood v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 116 Ga. App. 284, 157
S.E.2d 60 (1967); U.S. Steel Corp. v. Brown, 231 N.E.2d 839 (Ind. App.
1967); Snyder v. General Paper Corp., 277 Minn. 376, 152 N.W.2d 743
(1967).

24. Leonard v. Cranberry Furnace Co., 150 Tenn. 346, 265 S.W. 543, 545
(1924).
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However, it is submitted that under the "positional risk doc-
trine," the same basic criteria, although phrased differently, are
applied to achieve an opposite result. For example, in the leading
"positional risk" case, O'Leary v. Brown-Pacific-Maxon, Incorpor-
ated,26 the United States Supreme Court allowed compensation
for the death of a "rescuer" under the federal Longshoremen's and
Harbor Worker's Act, 27 stating:

All that is required is that the "obligations or conditions"
of employment create the "zone of special danger" out of
which the injury arose .... A reasonable rescue attempt,
like pursuit in aid of an officer making an arrest, may be
"one of the risks of the employment, an incident of the
service, foreseeable, if not foreseen, and so covered by the
statute."

28

Consequently, in Brown-Pacific-Maxon, the words "foreseeable"
rather than "within the contemplation of the contract,' 29 "incident
of the service" rather than "incidental to employment"30 and
''zone of special danger" created by "the obligations or conditions
of employment" rather than "implied contractual duty of employ-
ment"31 were used as a basis to allow compensation while substan-
tially similar language was found to preclude it in the Lennon
Company case.

That compensation was allowed in Brown-Pacific-Maxon, the
case upon which the Reilly court placed substantial reliance, is
seen to be even more remarkable upon consideration of the facts
of that case. Brown-Pacific-Maxon, Incorporated was a govern-
ment contractor operating on the island of Guam. It maintained
for its employees a recreation center near the shoreline, along
which ran a channel so dangerous for swimmers that its use was
forbidden and signs to that effect erected. The employee whose
death gave rise to the claim spent the afternoon at the center and
was waiting for his employer's bus to take him from the area when
he saw or heard two men, standing on the reefs beyond the chan-
nel, signaling for help. Followed by nearly twenty others, he
plunged in to effect a rescue. In attempting to swim the channel
to reach the two men he was drowned. Thus, even though he was
in the pursuit of recreation for his own personal benefit, outside

26. 340 U.S. 504 (1951).
27. 33 U.S.C. § 902 (2) (1964).
28. 340 U.S. at 507.
29. See text at note 24 supra.
30. See text at note 22 supra.
31. See text at note 24 supra.
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of working hours, and away from his place of employment, the
Court was able to find the requisite work-connection between his
employment and death to allow compensation.3 2 It is submitted
that the Lennon Company case wherein the employee was injured
during working hours while on his job site presents a much stronger
case for compensation than does Brown-Pacific-Maxon.

Another case, cited as providing a particularly illuminating
discussion of what is now termed the "positional risk doctrine"
is the New York case of Waters v. William J. Taylor Company33

wherein an employee of a contractor was injured while undertak-
ing to rescue an employee of another contractor on the same job
site who was caught in a cave-in. In Waters the court again used
language similar to that of the traditional approach to support its
conclusion that the claim was sufficiently work-connected to merit
allowance of compensation. The court stated:

It was his employment which brought him where he was,
and in a general sense caused him to be confronted with
the condition and emergency which he sought to meet
.... It [his act] must have been within the reasonable
anticipation of his employer that his employees would do
just as Waters did if the occasion arose, for it is quite in-
conceivable that any employer should expect or direct his
employes to stand still while the life of a fellow workman,
working a few feet away, was imperiled by such an acci-
dent as occurred here. . . .4

Again, in Waters the employment was found to have caused con-
frontation with the situation resulting in injury and the em-
ployees rescue attempt was determined to be within the reasonable
anticipation of his employer. Upon substantially similar facts in
the Lennon Company case the employee's rescue attempt was found
to have no connection, financial or otherwise, with the employer3 5

and was apparently determined to be not within the contempla-
tion of the employment contract. 86

That in the decisions examined the courts are apparently ap-
plying ostensibly different tests while using substantially similar
language under each test to arrive at different results indicates
that the difference between the relevant criteria of the compensa-
tion doctrines as expressed in Reilly and Lennon Company is far
less substantial than would at first appear. However, it is clear

32. 340 U.S. at 508.
33. 218 N.Y. 248, 112 N.E. 727 (1916).
34. Id.
35. 412 S.W.2d at 646.
36. Id.
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that under the "positional risk doctrine" the prospects for re-
covery of compensation are considerably brighter. Cases apply-
ing that doctrine evidence a judicial resolve to compensate the
injured employee whenever the employment merely brings the
employee to the place where he encounters a moral obligation to
rescue a stranger.3 7 To hold otherwise, exponents of the "posi-
tional risk doctrine" would argue, would be to ask more of the
inherent nature of man than the law should require.88 On the
other hand, cases adhering to the traditional approach seem to
allow compensation only when, as stated in Lennon Company,
"the employee acts in some way for the benefit of or in the further-
ance of the interest of his employer, or pursuant to instructions
given by the employer." 89

The foundation of both the traditional approach and the "posi-
tional risk doctrine" suffer from the same error of statutory
construction. That the employee should either be compensated
whenever his employment brings him to the place where he en-
counters a moral obligation to rescue a stranger or be denied
compensation unless his rescue attempt in some way benefits his
employer is not expressed in or implied from the statutory test of
"arising out of" and "in the course of employment. '40  Due to the
difficulty encountered in defining the words "arising out of" and
"in the course of employment" in the context of the injured-rescuer,
the courts have apparently preferred to rely upon their own in-
stincts of what is just in the particular situation.41

37. See LARSON, supra note 1, § 28.23 at 452.85.
38. Id. at 452.90.
39. 412 S.W.2d at 644.
40. The United States Supreme Court in Cardillo v. Liberty Mutual

Co. noted that:
The statutory phrase "arising out of and in the course of employ-
ment," which appears in most workmen's compensation laws, is
deceptively simple and litigously prolific.

330 U.S. 469, 479 (1947). Regarding the problems resulting from the multi-
farious interpretations given to the statutory standard, the Court quoted a
statement by Lord Wrenbury in Herbert v. Fox and Co., 1 A.C. 405, 419
(1916) wherein he stated:

The few and seemingly simple words 'arising out of and in the
course of employment' have been the fruitful (or fruitless) source
of a mass of decisions turning upon nice distinctions and sup-
ported by refinements so subtle as to leave the mind of the reader
in a maze of confusion. From their number counsel can, in most
cases, cite what seems to be an authority for resolving in his
favor, on whichever side he may be, the question in dispute.

330 U.S. at 479 n.4.
41. Regarding this judicial instinct, a noted authority on compensation

law has stated that:
A few judges gave lip service to the doctrine that it was their
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It is submitted that, in the case of the employee injured while
attempting rescue of a stranger, the statutory standard "arising
out of" and "in the course of employment" not only fails to ef-
fectuate the compensation law purpose of providing certainty of
financial and medical benefits,42 it creates an uncertainty suffi-

cient to have a chilling effect on the worker's natural and socially
desirable impulse to go to the aid of another.43  As an aid to the
injured workman, that the legislature should act to provide assur-
ance that the injured rescuer should be included within the scope
of workmen's compensation coverage is not as important as the
legislature acting to resolve, in any way, the uncertainty of cov-
erage facing the workman contemplating rescue of a stranger.44

Once the legislature resolves that uncertainty, the employee can,

duty to construe the act liberally (to protect the rights of work-
ers who no longer could sue at common law and obtain a jury
trial), and then used their ingenuity to deny recovery. Others
permitted recovery so liberally that the late F. Robertson Jones
[an expert on insurance law] was driven nearly to tears. Defini-
tions and formula only multiplied the difficulties.

Horovitz, Modern Trends in Workmen's Compensation, 21 INDIANA L.J.
473, 497-98 (1946).

42. See LARSON, supra note 1.
43. Although addressing itself to the question of an employee's res-

cue of a fellow workman, the New York Court of Appeals recognized this
natural impulse, stating:

It must have been within the reasonable anticipation of his em-
ployer that his employ~s would do just as Waters did if the occa-
sion arose, for it is quite inconceivable that any employer should
expect or direct his employ~s to stand still while the life of a
fellow workman, working a few feet away, was imperiled by such
an accident as occurred here ....

112 N.E. at 727.
44. A few jurisdictions have varied from the nearly universal "aris-

ing out of and in the course of employment" test. For instance, North
Dakota, Pennsylvania, Texas, Washington, and the Federal Employees'
Compensation Act have omitted the "arising out of" portion of the test
altogether. See N.D. CENTURY CODE ANN. § 65-01-02 (8) (1960); PENN.
STAT. ANN. tit. 77 § 1 (1952); TEx. REV. Civ. STAT. ANN. Art. 8306 § 36
(1967); WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 51.32.010; 5 U.S.C. § 751 (1964). One
state, Utah, has changed the formula to "arising out of or in the course of
employment." See UTAH CODE ANN. § 35-1-44 (5) (1966). West Virginia
substituted "resulting from" for "arising out of." See W. VA. CODE ANN.

§ 35-1-44 (5) (1953). And Wyoming simply requires that the injury be
"sustained as a result of employment." See Wyo. STAT. § 27-50 (1967).

Forty-six states adhere to the "course of employment" concept. How-
ever, in addition to the exceptions noted above, Wisconsin substitutes
"while performing service growing out of and incidental to his em-
ployment." See WIsc. STAT. ANN. § 102.03(1) (c) (1958). Also the Federal
Employees' Compensation Act uses the phrase "sustained while in the per-
formance of duty." See 5 U.S.C. § 751 (1965).

See also the plea for greater certainty of compensation coverage
through more explicit legislation in 30 CimN. L. REV. 498, 509 (1961).
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if necessary, secure protection outside of the workmen's compen-
sation coverage.15

Michael D. Howard '71

45. The workman could secure supplementary insurance prior to the
injury. Even after injury, if he was certain of non-coverage by the act,
he could prosecute his rights at common law against the employer. Also,
the prospects of recovery under such action are not entirely bleak, since as
noted by Dean Prosser:

In all such cases, [cases not covered by the act] the statute is held
to have no application, and the workman is left to his remedy at
common law. There is thus a substantial, and still important,
area of labor litigation in which the older law still has significance
and vitality. The whole trend is toward cutting it down, making
further inroads upon it by bringing as much as possible within
the compensation acts; and its ultimate extinction appears to be
only a question of time-which, however, may not mean anything
immediate.

PRossER, LAW OF ToRTs, 557 (3rd ed. 1964).
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